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Abstract: Starting from the behavioral point of view a system is defined by its set of
behaviors. In discrete time this is a relation over DNand hence a very infinite object. A
model is a relation over DN for some finite N that can be extended to a behavior. Fur-
thermore properties of a system is defined in terms of its behavior.

Starting from a constructive point of view we need to be able to represent and ma-
nipulate systems. A natural choice is to use some a constructive model, i.e. one that can
be finitely represented and manipulated. We will consider four such classes of models:
polynomial and linear relations over finite and infinite fields. There are a number of re-
strictions on the geometric (or behavioral) operations that are possible for each of these
classes and still remain within the class.

If we want to interpret our models as systems and analyze system properties, then
several properties become impossible to compute. Some examples: The set of reachable
states for a polynomial model over an infinite field is in general impossible to compute.
It may converge to a fractal. The set of reachable states i k steps or less in a linear model
cannot be represented as a linear set in general.

� 1 Introduction

The basic idea in this paper is to examine the sequence:

Behavior � Model � Geometry � Algebra � Algorithm

1
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We will do this study for four model classes, polynomial and linear models over
finite and infinite fields. We will do the study w.r.t. one (benchmarking) prop-
erty, that of reachability. In this manner one can compare model classes w.r.t.
to a property at a levels where they are expressed in a similar language. This
also offers a clear distinction on what properties are computable exactly or not.
The main contribution of this document is the approach rather then the specific
results for reachability. See below for a more detailed introduction.

� 1.1 This Approach

The behavior of a system, i.e. the set of all possible trajectories of system vari-
ables, captures as one object everything that is possible within a system.1 The
behavior is an object completely independent of the representation used. In
particular system properties should be stated (if possible) at the behavior level.

If T is our time set and D the domain of our model then the behavior is a
relation on DT, i.e. a subset of DT. These are very infinite objects so generally a
system is built up from a model which is a collection of relations DNi for some
finite Ni together with rules for obtaining the behavior from these. Think of
the free, initial value and boundary value problems. Although a model is a less
infinite object then a behavior, there are domains where we can only represent
and deal with a fraction of all the possible finite dimensional relations, i.e. D �

Nk or D � Rk .
The four model classes we examine are polynomial and linear relations over

infinite and finite fields. For these classes we give the connections from behav-
iors, i.e. geometry to algebra to algorithms. We are then in a position to deter-
mine what operations will keep us within the model class and what operations
will leave the model class, e.g. the union of two linear relations is not a linear
relation in general and the projection of a polyomial relation is not a polyno-
mial relation in general. We may then use approximation schemes that will let
us stay within the model class, e.g. use the sum of two linear relations instead
of their union or use the projection and Zariski closure instead of projection on
polynomial relations. These strategies will allow us to examine the behavior
of a system up to some finite horizon. In order to examine the behavior beyond
the finite horizon we in addition need some criteria that will tell us that we have
seen all there is left to see beyond the finite horizon in finitely many steps. The
algebraic versions of these criteria have names such as Cayley-Hamilton theo-
rem, ascending chain condition, descending chain condition. Notably there is
no descending chain condition for polynomial systems in general. From this we
can conclude that the set of reachable sets is not algebraic in general. In fact we
give examples where the reachable set is a fractal.

� 1.2 Related Approaches

The ideas behind a behaviour based system description can be found in a se-
ries of papers by Willems, [15], [16], [17], [18], [19]. For a connection between
a relation based system description (differential algebra) and the behaviour see
[5]. A review of the differential algebraic approach by Fliess is found in [6]. See

1Behaviors are the analog of semantics of programming languages.
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also [10]. For a related algebraic discussion see [14]. In discrete time the differ-
ential algebraic approach corresponds to difference algebra, see [4]. For linear
systems there is the classical approach by Wonham, see e. g. [20]. The geome-
try is to a large extent generalized to nonlinear systems in the book by Isidori,
[9]. For discrete event systems, there is supervisor control theory by Ramadge
and Wonham [12, 13] which is related to both the behavioral and geometric ap-
proaches.

� 1.3 Outline

In section 2 we give the system theoretic material related to behaviors, mod-
els and properties. In section 3 we give geometric, algebraic and algorithmic
presentation of the studied model classes, i.e. polynomial and linear models of
infinite and finite fields. In section 4 we carry out the characterization of the
reachability property w.r.t. our model classes. In section 5 we provide some con-
cluding remarks.

� 2 Systems

� 2.1 Behaviors

We will regardsystems as defined by their set of behaviors in the spirit of Willems [19].

Definition 2.1 Systems
A static system is given by a pair: �D�B� with B � D, where D is the (event)
domain and B is the behavior.

A dynamic system is given by a triple: �T�D� B�with B � DT, where T is the
time domain, D the (event) domain and B the behavior.

With this definition a static system basically becomes a relation over the do-
main D of the system. Similarly a dynamic system becomes a relation overDT.
Whether something is to be regarded as dynamic or static is largely a matter of
chosing the domains properly, i.e. the static systems overD� � RR are the same
as the dynamic systems over T � R and D� � R. For the purpose of this doc-
ument we will use discrete time domains2: T � N�Z�Z� � ���i��Zi. We will
use event domains of the form D � Fm where F is a field.

There are a number of ways of defining systems at the behavioral level that
are useful in various settings, e.g. suppose the time domain is Z and that the
event domain is R then lq � f�ai�i�Z jk a kq� �g is certainly a dynamic sys-
tem. Similarly if the event domain is some finite setX and r a regular expression
over X and the time domain is Z� then the language L�r� is certainly a dynamic
system.

2When studying concurrent discrete time systems it also makes sense to introduce time sets T
that are only partially ordered as opposed to the totally ordered sets seen here.
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� 2.2 Models

In order to manipulate systems we need some finite representation, a model. For
discrete time it is natural to use relations in finitely many time shifts, i.e. differ-
ence or recursion equations.

Definition 2.2 Models
A modelM for a dynamic system S with event domain D and time domain T,
is a finite number of finite dimensional relations over D:

r� � Dd� � � � � � rN � DdN

together with a rule f of how to obtain the behavioral relation of the dynamic
system S

r � f�r�� � � � � rN� � DT

Example 2.1 Model
Suppose that our event domain is D � Fn � Fm and that we have a model of
the form:

r��x� u� x
�� u�� � D� and r��x���� � D

The system is obtained through:

r � f��x�k��u�k���k�N j r��x���� and

r��x�k�� u�k�� x�k � ��� u�k � ��� for k � �� �� � � � g � DN (1)

� 2.3 Exact vs Approximate Models

Even if a model is a well defined concept it is still not constructive in that there
are only few models that can be represented and manipulated. Essentially this
depends on the underlying notion of computation we have two models of com-
putation:

Approximate – Numeric: In the approximate model of computation there is an
underlying topology. The goal of representations and computations within
this model is to remain close to the underlying exact object.

Exact – Symbolic: In the exact model of computation there does not have to be
an underlying topology. The goal of representations and computations
within this model is to represent every object exactly and never loose any
information about the object in the computational process.

For a discrete domain, e.g. a finite domain, there is usually no topology except
the trivial one and hence the exact or symbolic model of computation is the ap-
propriate one. For a continuous domain, e.g. R, we can only represent very few
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objects exactly and hence the approximate model of computation is the appro-
priate one.

In order to present both continuous and discrete domain models in a uni-
form way we have to adopt one of the frameworks however and since there
is no meaningful way of presenting discrete models in the approximate frame-
work we chose the exact or symbolic framework for all model classes.

� 3 Symbolic Tools

A model (definition 2.2) was essentially a finite collection of finite dimensional
relations together with a rule for combining these to a system. A relation r onD
is in turn just a subset ofD, r � D. In this section we will present four classes of
relations (polynomial and linear over finite and infinite fields) that can be rep-
resented and manipulated exactly or symbolically. The presentation starts with
geometry (or set theory) moving on to algebra and algorithms.

� 3.1 Geometry

By a geometry we basically mean set theory that satisfy additional constraints.
This is the part that directly connects to models.

All sets considered in this document are given as zero sets:

Definition 3.1 Geometric Objects
Let F be a field and letA � fa��x�� � � � � ak�x�g � F�x� � � � � � xn� then the zero set
of A in F�x� � � � � � xn� is:

W � fv � F
n j ai�v� � � for i � �� � � � � kg

If all polynomials ai�x� are linear homogeneous3 we call the set a linear set (no-
tation: Z�A�) otherwise we call it an algebraic set (notation: V�A�).

The linear sets are of course just linear spaces, but in order to make the presen-
tation as uniform as possible we will stick to this terminology. The linear sets
as defined above are essentially the kernel of a linear mapping. The algebraic
sets are also denoted varieties or manifolds.

There are many subsets of Fn that are neither algebraic nor linear we then
have the following approximation functions.

Definition 3.2 Geometric Approximation
Let U � Fn then the linear closure of U is:

U
L
� inffS � F

n j U � S and S is a linear setg

similarly the algebraic closure is:

U
A

� inffS � F
n j U � S and S is an algebraic setg

For a finite field Fq every subset is algebraic, see [7, 8] for details. The algebraic
closure is also called the Zariski closure.

3They are of the form ai�x� � ai
�
x� � � � �� ainxn.
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Apart from the ordinary set operations we will use the following:

Definition 3.3 Geometric Operations
Let W � Fn � Fm then the projection of W onto its m last components is de-
noted �m�W�. Let V � Fm then the embedding of V into Fn � Fm is 	n�V� �

Fn �V.

See table 1 for the operations under which we remain within the given type of
set. In addition to the static set operations of table 1 we need some properties

Algebraic Linear

Infinite
Field

X � Y

X � Y

X n Y
A

�k�X�
A
� ��X�

A

�l�Y�� ����Y�

X � Y
L
� X� Y

X � Y

X n Y
L

�k�X�� ��X�

�l�Y�� ����Y�

Finite
Field

X � Y

X � Y

X n Y

�k�X�� ��X�

�l�Y�� ����Y�

X � Y
L
� X� Y

X � Y

X n Y
L

�k�X�� ��X�

�l�Y�� ����Y�

Table 1: The geometric operations possible for each type of set. The sets X and
Y are assumed to be algebraic (left) or linear (right) and the resulting set is guar-
anteed to be algebraic (left) or linear (right). Furthermore the mapping 
 is as-
sumed to be polynomial (left) and linear (right).

that guide us when analyzing dynamic systems. See table 2 for properties that
sequences or chains of these sets have.

Algebraic Set Linear Set

Infinite
Field

X� � X� � � � �

�� XN � XN�� � � � �

Y� � Y� � � � �

� YM � YM�� � � � �

X� � X� � � � �

� XN � XN�� � � � �

Y� � Y� � � � �

� YM � YM�� � � � �

Finite
Field

X� � X� � � � �

� XN � XN�� � � � �

Y� � Y� � � � �

� YM � YM�� � � � �

X� � X� � � � �

� XN � XN�� � � � �

Y� � Y� � � � �

� YM � YM�� � � � �

Table 2: The sets �Xi� and �Yj� are assumed to algebraic (left) and linear (right).

� 3.2 Algebra

The geometric objects where all defined by a set of linear homogeneous poly-
nomials or ordinary polynomials. As it turns out the same set can be defined
by several other sets of linear or ordinary polynomials as well. There are in
fact infinitely many other possible defining sets for each of the geometric sets
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above. For polynomials the correct algebraic object is an ideal and for linear sets
the correct algebraic object is a linear space. These can be axiomatically defined
through:

Definition 3.4 Algebraic Objects
Let A � F�x� � � � � � xn� then A is an ideal iff

f� g � A� a � f� b � g � A for all a� b � F�x� � � � � � xn�

andA is a linear space iffA only contains linear homogeneous polynomials and

f� g � A� a � f� b � g � A for all a� b � F

There are of course several subsets of F�x� � � � � � xn� that are not ideals or linear
spaces. We then use the approximation idea again.

Definition 3.5 Algebraic Approximation
Let A � F�x� then the ideal generated by A is:

hAi � inffB j B � F�x� and B an ideal g

if A has only linear elements then the linear space generated by A is:

�A� � inffB j B � F�x� and B an ideal g

In order to establish a strong connection between algebraic and geometric
objects we use the following functions, defined in the obvious way.

V � Ideals� Algebraic Sets Z � Linear Spaces� Linear Sets
I � Algebraic Sets� Ideals L � Linear Sets� Linear Spaces

We can easily extend these to general subsets of either Fn or F�x� � � � � � xn� by
using either geometric or algebraic approximation, e.g. V�A� � V�hAi� etc.

See table 3 below for results on how these functions relate geometric and
algebraic objects. There are also several operations available for the algebraic

Algebraic Sets – Ideals Linear Sets – Linear Spaces

A� � A� � V�A�� � V�A��

X� � X� � I�X�� � I�X��
I�V�A�� � A

V�I�X�� � X

A� � A� � Z�A�� � Z�A��

X� � X� � L�X�� � L�X��
L�Z�A�� � A

Z�L�X�� � X

Table 3: Algebro Geometric Connection. The setsXi are assumed to be algebraic
sets (left) and linear sets (right). The sets Ai are assumed to be ideals (left) and
linear spaces (right). Furthermore the ideal A (left) is assumed to be radical.

objects. Below we basically list the names and notation for these operations, but
have to refer to the standard references in this document for precise definitions.
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Definition 3.6 Algebraic Operations
Let A�B � F�x� be ideals, then the following operations also produce ideals:

ideal sumA�B, ideal productA�B, ideal intersectionA�B and ideal quotient
A � B. Furthermore let C � F�x� y� and D � F�x� also be ideals, then we have
additional operations: elimination ideal or ideal contractionCc � C�F�x�, em-
bedding ideal or ideal extensionDe � D �F�x� y�, ideal homomorhism h
̃�D�i
and ideal inverse homomorphism or kernel 
̃���C�.

Similarly letA�B � F�x� be linear spaces, then the following operations also
produce linear spaces in F�x�: linear sum A�B, linear intersectionA�B. Fur-
thermore let C � F�x� y� andD � F�x� also be linear spaces, then we have addi-
tional operations: linear contraction or linear projection Cc, linear extension
De, linear homomorphism or image 
̃�D� and linear inverse homomorphism
or kernel 
̃���C�.

There are a number of identities and simplification rules governing the use of
these operations such as, e.g. associativity of both linear and ideal sum (A��B�

C� � �A�B��C). We have to refer to the standard references for these as well.
In subsection 3.3 we give algorithmic versions of all of these algebraic oper-

ations.
In order to use these algebraic operations properly we need to supply a tighter

connection to the corresponding geometric operations. See table 4 for the con-
nection to geometric concepts.

Ideal� Algebraic Set Linear Space� Linear Set

V�A � B� � V�A� �V�B�

V�A � B� � V�A� � V�B�

V�A � B� � V�A� � V�B�

V�A � B� � V�A� n V�B�
A

Z�A � B� � Z�A� � Z�B�

Z�A � B� � Z�A� � Z�B�

V�Cc� � �k�V�C��
A

V�De� � 	l�V�D��

V�h
̃�D�i� � 
���V�D��

V�
̃���C� � 
�V�C��
A

Z�Cc� � �k�Z�C��

Z�De� � 	l�Z�D��

Z�
̃�D�� � 
���Z�D��

Z�
̃���C�� � 
�Z�C��

Algebraic Set� Ideal Linear Set� Linear Space

I�X � Y� � I�X� � I�Y�
I�X � Y� � I�X� � I�Y�

I�X n Y
A
� � I�X� � I�Y�

L�X � Y� � L�X� � L�Y�

L�X � Y� � L�X� � L�Y�

I��k�U�� � I�U�c

I�	l�W�� � I�W�e

I�
�W�� � 
̃���I�W��

I�
���U�� � h
�I�U��i

L��k�U�� � L�U�c

L�	l�W�� � L�W�e

L�
�W�� � 
̃���L�W��

L�
���U�� � 
�L�U��

Table 4: Algebra Geometry Connection.

� 3.3 Algorithms

An algorithmic object will have to be finitely representable.
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Definition 3.7 Algorithmic Objects
Let A � fp�� � � � � pmg � F�x� then A is a generating set4 for hAi. Furthermore
let B � fl�� � � � � lng � F�x� be a set of linear polynomials, then B is a generating
set for �B�.

By the Hilbert basis theorem we know that every ideal F�x� � � � � � xn� has a finite
basis. From the basis theorem in linear algebra we also know that every linear
space has a finite basis. Hence we should be able to work with only generating
sets provided we can represent the polynomials. In particular this means that
we have to use a constructive field.5

There are algorithms that allow us to compute new generating sets for all the
operations given in definition 3.6 above. These algorithms all make use of some
form of canonical basis computation at some point, see table 5 for a summary
of the kernel algorithms used in the various domains.

For more on the Gröbner basis algorithm, see any of [3, 2, 11]. Gaussian elim-
ination can be found in any linear algebra book and LU decomposition is one
particular version of this algorithm. The Gröbner basis algorithm performs an-
other version of Gaussian elimination. Finally the principal base algorithm for
ideals over finite fields computes a principal generator for these ideals. It is
fairly efficient and has been used with quite complex examples, see [8] for de-
tails. For unitary spaces such as R and C there are other algorithms available
that are more suited for approximate computations such as e.g. the singular
value decomposition.

Ideal – Generating Set Linear Space – Generat-
ing Set

Infinite
Field

Gröbner Basis Algorithm Gaussian Elimination

Finite
Field

Gröbner Basis Algorithm
Principal Basis Algorithm

Gaussian Elimination

Table 5: Algorithm Algebra Connection.

� 4 Analysis of Systems

In this section we will start with the reachability property as defined for system
and then derive the corresponding condition for a model. We will then see to
what extent this property is possible to compute for our four system classes. We
will use discrete time throughout this section since that is most meaningful for
discrete event systems.

4Generating sets for ideals are also called ideal bases. The meaning of this term is different from
that of a basis for a linear space where there can be no linearly dependent element present in the
generating set.

5Some constructive infinite fields are rationals Q, the algebraic numbers A , rational functions in
finitely many variables over some constructive field.
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� 4.1 Reachable Sets – Systems

The basic idea is to examine the sets reachable either forward or backward in
time.

Definition 4.1 Reachable Sets – Systems
Let S � �T�D� B�be a system, then the set of forward reachable states in k steps
from D̃ � D is: FRk�D̃� � fz�k� j z � B and z��� � D̃g.

Notice that we could have made the initial set D̃ a part of the system and used
time set N this is merely a matter or taste.

We will also use several variations of the reachable set property. The set of
forward reachable states in k steps or less from D̃ � D is: FRk�D̃� � ���l�kFRl�D̃�.
The set of forward reachable states from D̃ � D is: FR�D̃� � FR��D̃�.

We can also analogously define the backward reachable states.

� 4.2 Reachable Sets – Models

Suppose we have a model M � DN for a system S with behavior:

B � fz j M�z�k � ��� � � � � z�k�N�� for k � Zg

In particular we see that it is enough to consider binary modelsM̃ � 	D� if we
consider the system to be over the domain 	D � DN�� instead.

We can now easily formulate the reachable sets in terms of models instead:

Theorem 4.1 Reachable Sets – Models
Let M�z� z�� be a model for a system, then the reachable sets from initial set
D̃�z� is given by:

FRk���z� � �z�FRk�z̃� �M�z̃� z��� FR��z� � D̃�z�

FRk���z� � FRk�z� � �z�FRk�z̃� �M�z̃� z��� FR��z� � D̃�z�

FR�z� � lim
k��

FRk�z�

where �z denotes projection onto the z components of the relation. The back-
ward reachable sets work similarly.

Proof 4.1 Of theorem 4.1
Use FRSk�z� and FRMk �z� to denote the reachble sets in k steps as defined in def-
inition 4.1 and in theorem 4.1 respectively. We will show that FRSk�z� � FRMk �z�

for all k � N by induction.

The basis case. FRS��z� � D̃�z� � FRM� �z�

By using the induction hypothesis
and a property of projections. FRSk�z� � �z�D̃�z�����M�z���� z����� � � �

� � ��M�z�k� ��� z�k� ����M�z�k� ��� z��

� �z��z�k����D̃�z�����M�z���� z����� � � �

� � ��M�z�k� ��� z�k� �����M�z�k� ��� z��

� �z�FR
M
k���z�k� ����M�z�k� ��� z��

� FRMk �z�
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The other proofs are similar. The sets FRk�z� is an increasing sequence of sets
should then converge to a limit set in the lattice of subsets of D.

� 4.3 Reachable Sets – Geometry

Suppose we start to consider only models within some particular classes, i.e.
polynomial and linear releations over infinite and finite fields. If we assume
that the initial set is in the respective model class we obtain:

Theorem 4.2 Reachable Sets – Geometry
Assuming that the initial (final) set is algebraic or linear respectively then the
following sets are algebraic or linear.

Algebraic Linear

Infinite
Field

FRk�D̃��

BRk�D̃�

Finite
Field

FRk�D̃�� FRk�D̃�� FR�D̃��

BRk�D̃�� BRk�D̃�� BR�D̃�

FRk�D̃��

BRk�D̃�

Proof 4.2 Of theorem 4.2
The linear sets are not closed under set union and hence the set of reachable

sets in k steps or less cannot be a linear set in general. The set of reachable sets
in exactly k steps however only needs intersection and projection both of which
produces linear sets out of linear sets.

The algebraic sets are not closed under projection in general so none of the
reachable sets remain algebraic in general.

The algebraic sets over finite fields remain closed under all set operations
and furthermore ascending chains of these sets are guaranteed to converge to
an algebraic set.

Example 4.1 Linear Reachable Sets

Suppose we have the following ex-
plicit linear system and assume that
the field is Q. We also use z � �x� y�.

z� �

�
� �

� �

�
z

Use the linear initial set FR��z�.
FR��z� � Z�y� � Im���� ���

�

-1 -0.5 0 0.5 1

x

-1

-0.5

0

0.5

1

y
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It is easy to compute FR��z� from
the image representation. Clearly
FR��z� � FR��z� � FR��z� is not a
linear set.

FR��z� � A � FR��z� � Z�x � y� � Im���� ���

�

-1 -0.5 0 0.5 1

x

-1

-0.5

0

0.5

1

y

� 4.4 Reachable Sets – Algebra

We need to make sure that all operations produce linear and algebraic sets re-
spectively before we can formulate the algebraic analog. By using table 4 we
obtain:

Theorem 4.3 Reachable Sets – Algebra
Let LFRk�z� � L�FRk�z�� and LFRk�z� � L�FRk�z�� we then get:

LFRk���z� � �LFRk�z̃�
e �M�z̃� z��c� LFR��z� � L�D̃�

LFRk���z� � LFRk�z� � �LFRk�z̃�
e �M�z̃� z��c� LFR��z� � L�D̃�

Similarly let PFRk�z� � I�FRk�z�� and PFRk�z� � I�FRk�z��, then:

PFRk���z� � �PFRk�z̃�
e �M�z̃� z��c� PFR��z� � I�D̃�

PFRk���z� � PFRk�z� � �LFRk�z̃�
e �M�z̃� z��c� PFR��z� � I�D̃�

Furthermore the PFRk�z� does not have a limit set in general for a polynomial
ring over an infinite field.

Proof 4.3 Of theorem 4.3
Just apply the results of table 4 to the formulas of theorem 4.1.

Example 4.2 Polynomial Infinite Field Reachable Sets

Suppose we have the the following
implicit polynomial system. In par-
ticular this is a non deterministic
system with N possible trajectories
leaving each point in the state space.

M�x� x�� � h�x� �A�x � b��i � � �

� � � h�x� �ANx � bN�i (2)

The standard geometric formula for
computing the reachable states.

FRk���x� � �x̃ FRk�x̃��M�x̃� x�

Using the property V�A � B� �

V�A��V�B� we get. Also projection
onto the x� coordinates it trivial in
this case.

FRk�� � �A�FRk � b�� � � � � � �ANFRk � bN�
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In fact the formula above is exactly
the one used in, e.g. Barnsley [1] as a
means of generating fractals as limit
sets. In particular if these iterated
functions systems are contractive in
the Hausdorff metric, then the limit
set exists and is unique for any com-
pact initial set.

x� �

�
��� �

� ���

�
x�

�
�

�

�

x� �

�
��� �

� ���

�
x�

�
�

���

�

x� �

�
��� �

� ���

�
x�

�
���

�

�

An approximation to the reachable
set in k steps for large k. The limit
set limk�� FRk is the Serpinski tri-
angle (right). In particular the set of
reachable states would have to have
this set as a subset.
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� 4.5 Reachable Sets – Algorithms

The formulas in theorem 4.3 can directly be used as an algorithm on how to
compute LFRk�z� etc through table 5 and the standard references. For the limit
sets, e.g. LFR�z�, we need a stoping rule however and if possible a bound on the
maximal length.

Theorem 4.4 Reachable Sets – Algorithms
Let LFRk�z� and PFRk�z� be as in theorem 4.3, furthermore let n be the num-

ber of systems variables. Then LFR�z� and PFR�z� are computed in the maximal
number of steps shown below:

Polynomial Linear

Infinite
Field

Undefined n

Finite
Field

qn n

Proof 4.4 Of theorem 4.4
A descending chain of ideals does not saturate in general hence the reachable
set for polynomial systems over infinite fields is undefined in general. See ex-
ample 4.2 for an example.

For linear spaces we know that the dimension have to change by at least one
and hence the maximal length of n.

For polynomials over finite fields, we can either view the ideals ideals as
qn dimensional linear space or give a direct proof. See [8] for details and see
example 4.3 for an explicit example.
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Example 4.3 Polynomial Finite Field Reachable Sets
The objective is to give a polynomial dynamical system over a finite field that
needs a maximal length chain to reach its set of reachable states. The given sys-
tem can be interpreted as a counter using a base p expansion of numbers.

Suppose we have the explicit au-
tonomous system where ci is the
carry in to state variable xi. We
can compute the ci��, i.e. carry out,
from xi and ci, see below.

x�
i

� xi � ci� c� � �� ci�� � rem�xi � ci� p�

We will need the Lagrange interpo-
lating polynomial. L�i�x� �

Y
��Fp�����i

x� �

�i � �

The Lagrange interpolating polyno-
mial has the following useful prop-
erty:

L�i��� �

�
�� � � �i

�� � �� �i

The carry out is one iff the sum of
incoming numbers is larger then or
equal to p (our base).

rem�x� y�p� � g�x� y� �
X

i�j�p

Li�x�Lj�y�

These systems tend to have fairly
complicated form. This is the three
variable state equations in the field
F� . This system has 	� states and
it takes exactly 	� steps to reach all
reachable states from f��� �� ��g.

x�
�

� �� x�

x�
�

� x� � x�
� � x�

� � �x�
	 � x�

x�
�

� x�x� � x�
�x� � x�

�x� � �x�
	x� � x�x�

� �

x�
�x�

� � x�
�x�

� � �x�
	x�

� � x�x�
� �

x�
�x�

� � x�
�x�

� � �x�
	x�

� � x�
	 �

x�x�
	 � x�

�x�
	 � x�

�x�
	 � �x�

	x�
	 � x�

� 5 Conclusion

By exploring the sequence of concepts:

Behavior � Model � Geometry � Algebra � Algorithm

we have been able to compare different model classes at the right level of ab-
straction. The main contribution of this document is the framework in which
this has been undertaken not the particular model classes or the particular prop-
erties that has been used.

One could easily add a long list of new model classes as well properties and
this approach could serve as vehicle for comparing the power of model classes
w.r.t. to properties.
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